“At our Dalton hatchery we saw huge benefits. Boilers and chillers
were not running anywhere near as hard as they would have done,
especially in autumn and spring. So, when it was asked if the
Chick Master Energy Management and Heat Recovery system
would be installed here the decision was easy. It works!”
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“Looking at the hatchery in February it really
was amazing how quickly the rebuild gained
momentum. Everybody pulled together superbly”
Andrew Gibson - Operations Manager (Northern)
James Hook
PD Hook Chairman
and Managing Director.
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Rebuilt from the Ashes

uly 21st 2007 was a very bad day in the
history of the PD Hook hatchery at Gunness,
near Scunthorpe in the UK.
James Hook, the Chairman and Managing
Director of the PD Hook Group had just arrived
in Spain on a family holiday. When he
switched on his mobile phone after the flight
he was immediately confronted with a myriad
of missed calls and urgent voice mails.
Something was wrong, very wrong.
The next day the local headlines read:

Such was the enormity of the news that James
immediately checked onto the next available
flight and within an hour was heading back to
the UK without his family but with a major
problem to sort out. Andrew Gibson,
Operations Manager (Northern Region) met
James at the stricken hatchery and
immediately they set about working out how
they were going to fulfil their short term
commitments to their customers and in the
longer term how to rebuild the business lost in
those few short hours. Another pressing
problem was what to do with the 350,000
parent stock producing eggs and nowhere to
hatch them.
Andrew Gibson reflected, “The roof was
completely destroyed along with some of the
floor and many of the internal walls and
Buckeye multistage incubation systems. It
was, basically, an empty shell.”

It was soon decided that they would rebuild the
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Andrew continues, “I was already spending a
called around the industry to see if there was
lot of time at the Gunness hatchery and after
any spare hatching space available. A
the fire I became responsible for overseeing
recently closed turkey hatchery was available
the rebuild. Unbelievably we actually
for rent, “It was only 200,000 DOC's per week
completed the project in just 9 months, and if
but it was a good start”, smiled Andrew.
there hadn't been for issues with the floor and
“Another turkey hatchery hatched chicks on
some walls we could have gained even more
time. For planning purposes we were
constrained by the original design and we had
to leave some of the internal hatchery layout
exactly as it was”.
During the following 9 months PD Hook,
together with their dedicated team of
contractors and suppliers, put in the most
herculean effort to keep the project ahead of
schedule. Andrew recalled, “Many of us, and
most of the contractors, had no idea of the
complexity of services that were required for a
modern hatchery such as this. It was a real eye

Andrew Gibson using the Galaxy Hatchery Management interface screens

three of their four hatch days for us and we had
custom hatches in five or more of our
competitors hatcheries. Logistically it was a
total nightmare, but heart warming to see how
everybody in the industry pulled together to
help us out, even though it is a very
competitive market”. For those first three
weeks after the fire however, 7% of the total UK
broiler production was lost and
27% of PD Hook's hatchery
business. “It actually took us about
12 weeks to get back to what we
were selling before the fire,”
Andrew added.

Andrew also enthused on this subject, “In
addition to heat recovery itself another great
advantage of the EM&HR system is the variable
speed air supply that gives each room exactly
the amount of air that it needs so you are only
heating or cooling the air that you actually
require. Most hatcheries run on highly
inefficient fixed speed ventilation systems.

2% better with our Avida's”. Andrew continued,
“One of the impressive things I noticed about
the Avida's was on that first Sunday when we
loaded the eggs for the first time. Initially I was
concerned when I saw the temperatures
dropping then rising and dropping again but
once the machines got up to temperature they
stayed extremely constant in a very tight band.
That was very impressive.” He
continued, “Another thing I noticed
was if you get on top of the
machines you can hear the fans
speeding up and slowing down
and reversing direction. Every 15
minutes the fan changes direction
so you are pulling air from where
you wouldn't normally pull air,
creating a chaotic effect that is
extremely beneficial and avoids
potential hot spots building up. It
has to be right”. He continued with
enthusiasm, “Also, the machines
are inverter driven so when you
have a machine at the right
Real time energy savings is one of the many useful functions of the Heat Recovery and Energy Management system. temperature you have gentle fan
speed and when you need to cool
or heat it increases to suit. It has to
be saving energy.”

PD Hook (Hatcheries) Ltd. was
founded in the 1950's and has
remained a family owned
company. Recently it has expanded
to become the largest independent
hatchery business in Europe
hatching over 5.6 million chicks per
week across all five hatcheries
owned by the group. One of these
hatcheries, Dalton, in north
Yorkshire, had previously installed
the Chick Master Heat Recovery
and Energy Management system
and had reported significant
savings in its first year of
operation. Andrew explained, “At
Dalton we saw huge benefits. Boilers and
chillers were not running anywhere near as
hard as they would have done, especially in
autumn and spring. So, when it was asked if
the same system would be installed here the
decision was easy. It works!” he exclaimed.
“And now we are starting to see big cost
savings here at Gunness”. David Dunn the
Gunness Hatchery Manager continues the
story, “Over the last two months I have started
to monitor our daily savings of electricity and
gas. At present we are saving about 70% of our
potential gas costs and about 14% of our
electricity costs. This is because we are able to
raise the incoming air temperature by a
maximum of 15°C, purely from the heat
recovered from the eggs and chicks. We need
about 24°C for the hatchery air supply so
anything over 9°C and we do not need to heat
the air at all”.

“We look like we are on course to recoup
our outlay on this system within one year.

David continued, “We look like we are on
course to recoup our outlay on this system
within one year. Even in existing hatcheries
where the installation of the system may be
more expensive and payback might take a
little longer it still seems like a 'no-brainer' of
a decision”.

David Dunn - Gunness Hatchery Manager

With multistage incubation it may not be so
critical but with single stage each setter corridor
can be drawing a vastly different amount of air.
The sophisticated control system that Chick
Master has developed, with reliable invertors
and sensors that accurately control variable
speed systems, makes their system highly
reliable, affordable and extremely efficient”.
Our conversation turned to their Avida A24
single stage setters. Andrew commented, “Single
stage has to be right. You are matching the
machine exactly to the needs of the eggs at any
point in time, whereas with multistage you are
always working on averages”. David continued,
“Chick quality is good and hatchability is
excellent from these machines and when we are
able to compare the same flocks from multistage
systems we find that, on average, we are around

David Dunn added, “Another
noticeable thing about the Avida
is that the hatch window is very tight almost to
the point where you sometimes think that they
are not going to be here then - bang, they are
all there together. We measured a prime flock
and 98% hatched within 24 hours. That has to
be telling you that the machine's environment
is equal in all parts”.

Finally, I asked Andrew what advice he would
give someone building a new hatchery today.
Without hesitation he replied, not
surprisingly, “Make sure that you get the best
fire protection that you can afford. This time
we insisted on fire retardant walls and a fire
wall that goes up to the roof and completely
separates the setter rooms from the rest of the
hatchery”. He looked straight at me and
confided, “I couldn't go through all that
again!”
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